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Welcome to your
Mercedes-Benz

accessories brochure. 
Inside you’ll find a

comprehensive range 
of accessories for 

the B-Class. All the
accessories featured 

are suitable for right-
hand-drive vehicles.







Carrier systems
Whether you’re going on holiday,
planning a long weekend on the ski
slopes, or need to move things from
A to B, we have the perfect solution.
Alustyle is a flexible roof carrier
system that fits your B-Class
perfectly. Simply attach the basic
roof bars to your B-Class, then add
the accessory that suits your needs
– a roof box for extra space 
or a specialist attachment such as a
snowboard or cycle rack.
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Carrier system Fig.
Alustyle carrier bars style B B6 781 2126 £173.00 1
Transport and storage bag for basic carrier bars B6 781 2124 £28.00

Alustyle system
Bicycle rack B6 684 8550 £64.00 1
‘Comfort’ ski and snowboard rack, 
for up to 6 pairs of skis (without sticks) or 4 snowboards B6 685 1703 £134.00 2
Ski rack insert for long roof box (for up to 3 pairs of skis) B6 687 0094 £63.00
Single ski bag for long and extra long roof box 
(for up to 2 pairs of skis) B6 687 0114 £33.00 3
Ski rack insert for extra long roof box (for up to 5 pairs of skis) B6 687 0105 £84.00
Ski rack and snowboard B6 685 1702 £73.00
Tilt-down ski rack B6 684 8438 £97.00
Board rack B6 684 8351 £64.00
Surfboard rack B6 684 8447 £56.00
Locks for Alustyle bicycle rack, 2 locks with common key B6 684 8551 £5.00
Locks for Alustyle bicycle rack, 4 locks with common key B6 684 8552 £10.00
‘Standard’ Alustyle ski and snowboard rack, 
for up to 4 pairs of skis (without sticks) or 2 snowboards B6 685 1702 £73.00
New Alustyle cycle carrier B6 685 1704 £87.00
Loading system for bike carrier (single piece) B6 685 1705 £9.00
Roof box, long, opens on left matt silver B6 687 0090 £307.00
Roof box, long, opens on right matt silver B6 687 0091 £307.00 4
Roof box, long, opens on left titanium metallic B6 687 0092 £351.00
Roof box, long, opens on right titanium metallic B6 687 0093 £351.00
Roof box, medium, opens on left matt silver B6 687 0100 £335.00
Roof box, medium, opens on right matt silver B6 687 0101 £335.00
Roof box, medium, opens on left titanium metallic B6 687 0102 £400.00
Roof box, medium, opens on right titanium metallic B6 687 0103 £400.00
Roof box, extra long, opens on left matt silver B6 687 0110 £372.00
Roof box, extra long, opens on right matt silver B6 687 0111 £372.00
Roof box, extra long, opens on left titanium metallic B6 687 0112 £419.00
Roof box, extra long, opens on right titanium metallic B6 687 0113 £419.00
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Carrier systems cont.
When you’re out and about,
sometimes it’s good to get off the
beaten track. With a cycle carrier
you can have the best of both worlds.
Travel in style and comfort in your
B-Class and then enjoy the fresh air
on two wheels.

A Mercedes-Benz trailer coupling
opens up even more avenues. Hitch
up a caravan or take your boat along.
Enjoy life to the full.

Carrier system continued Fig.
Luggage set for long roof box (4 bags) B6 687 0095 £73.00
Luggage set for extra long roof box 
(4 bags and 2 ski bags for up to 2 pairs of skis each) B6 687 0104 £140.00

Tailgate cycle rack
Tailgate cycle rack (available October 2005) B6 685 1109 TBA 1

Internal bicycle racks
Internal bicycle rack for up to 2 bicycles to max. 28" B6 685 1154 £199.00 2

Rear-mounted carriers
Bicycle rack for trailer coupling, rear-mounted (2 bicycles) B6 685 1111 £352.00 3
XL clamps for rear-mounted bicycle rack for trailer coupling B6 685 1050 £15.00

Detachable trailer coupling
Detachable trailer coupling with electrical unit B6 685 0061 £490.00
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Phone cradles
If your B-Class comes with a
hands-free system you simply
need to add the phone cradle
that’s compatible with your mobile
phone. We have cradles for most
popular makes of mobile phone,
including Nokia, Siemens and Sony
Ericsson. If you swap mobile models,
no problem. All it takes is the
installation of a cradle that matches
your new mobile phone. 

If your B-Class doesn’t have a
hands-free system, you can have the
hands-free FSE 12 system fitted with
or without a vehicle docking adaptor
(VDA). 
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Telephone consoles with hands-free Fig.
Telephone console, colour: anthracite B6 788 1112 £82.00 1

Mobile phone cradles
Mobile phone holder for Nokia 6210, 6310, 6310i B6 787 5822 £131.00
Mobile phone holder for Nokia 6100, 6610, 6610i, 7250i B6 787 5835 £131.00
Mobile phone holder for Nokia 6220, 6230, 6230i B6 787 5846 £134.00
Mobile phone holder for Siemens CX65, CX70 B6 787 5841 £131.00 1
Mobile phone holder for Siemens S65, SP65 B6 787 5834 £131.00
Mobile phone holder for Sony Ericsson T610, T630 B6 787 5830 £131.00
Mobile phone holder for Sony Ericsson K700i B6 787 5836 £131.00
Mobile phone holder for Motorola V60i B6 787 5824 £131.00

Hands-free systems
FSE 12 Kit with VDA, only in conjunction with Audio 20 CD, 
Audio 50 APS, COMAND B6 787 5717 tba 1
FSE 12 Kit, only in conjunction with Audio 20 CD, 
Audio 50 APS, COMAND B6 787 5718 tba
FSE 12 Loudspeaker B6 787 5707 £32.00
FSE 12 Audio 5 B6 787 5719 tba
FSE 12 Audio 5 B6 787 5720 tba
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Interior accessories
Mercedes-Benz is known for comfort
and luxury. With this range of
interior accessories, you can choose
those extra details that make life
perfect for you. For example, 
you can keep snacks fresh and
drinks cold on long journeys with 
a coolbag. Keep cool and dazzle-free
with sunblinds, and add to 
travelling comfort with a cushion 
for your back. 

Travelling to a smart function? Keep
your clothes crease-free by hanging
them from the grab handles.
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Sunblinds Fig.
Blind, rear left window B6 669 1340 £77.00
Blind, rear right window B6 669 1341 £77.00 1

Interior accessories
Coolbag, 14-litre capacity B6 681 8725 £120.00 2
Coolbox, 16.5-litre capacity B6 681 8721 £126.00 3
Coolbag/coolbox rectifier B6 681 8722 £30.00
Clean bag B6 781 2376 £29.00 4
Spectacles case on dashboard B6 692 0112 £19.00
Stowage box below driver or front passenger seat B6 692 0105 £27.00 5
Coat hangers, for behind headrest B6 766 0046 £17.00
Coat hangers, for grab handle B6 766 0043 £11.00
Back cushion anthracite B6 781 2370 £53.00
Travel cushion mushroom B6 642 1645 £25.00
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Boot storage/
luggage care
Make the most of your luggage
space with our range of tubs, nets
and crates. Our shallow boot tub
helps to protect the interior trim of
your boot, plus it is easy to clean.
Luggage nets are ideal for securing
fragile or awkwardly shaped items,
keeping them safe and sound in
transits. You can also choose a
reversible mat in a colour to
complement your B-Class interior.
These versatile mats are rubber on
one side, velour on the other.

For even more convenience the
range also includes a stowage tray
that fits below the load floor, a
collapsible shopping crate and a
storage box.
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Boot storage and luggage care Fig.
Luggage net, load compartment floor B6 766 0106 £26.00 1
Luggage net, behind rear seat B6 766 0089 £21.00 1
Boot tub, shallow B6 668 0027 £58.00
Boot tub, deep B6 668 0026 £108.00
Reversible mat, velour/rubber black B6 768 0039 £56.00
Reversible mat, velour/rubber orient beige B6 768 0057 £56.00
Reversible mat, velour/rubber alpaca grey B6 768 0058 £56.00 2
Luggage-securing feature B6 664 8220 £12.00
Load-securing strap B6 647 2021 £18.00

Stowage tray/shopping crates/storage box
Stowage tray below load floor B6 766 0023 £60.00 3
Collapsible shopping crate B6 647 0995 £7.00 4
Storage box B6 664 0003 £57.00 5
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Floor mats
Whether you want to make an
individual statement or simply
protect the interior of your B-Class
from wear and tear, these floor mats
offer quality, style and choice.

Velour adds a touch of luxury, while
the ribbed mats deliver long-lasting
performance. These are available in
three complementary colours. For
ultimate practicality there is also a
set of rubber mats.
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Rubber mats Fig.
Complete set black B6 668 8247 £41.00 1
For manual and automatic transmission. 
With ‘mushroom-head’ fasteners on driver and front-passenger mats.

Velour mats
Complete set black B6 629 3519 £51.00 2
Complete set orient beige B6 629 3521 £51.00
Complete set alpaca grey B6 629 3523 £51.00
For manual and automatic transmission. 
With ‘mushroom-head’ fasteners on driver and front-passenger mats.

Ribbed mats
Complete set black B6 635 9166 £47.00 3
Complete set orient beige B6 635 9168 £47.00
Complete set alpaca grey B6 635 9170 £47.00
For manual and automatic transmission. 
With ‘mushroom-head’ fasteners on driver and front-passenger mats.
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Child seats/
child accessories
From newborn to age 12, the
Mercedes-Benz range of child seats
gives you the peace of mind that your
young passengers are protected and
secure. They are engineered with
both comfort and safety in mind, and
are certified as complying with ECE
regulations. Their hardwearing
moisture-absorbing covers can easily
be removed and washed. When the
child seat with AKSE (Automatic
Child Seat Recognition) is used in
the front passenger seat, the in-built
AKSE transponder automatically
disarms the front passenger airbag,
ensuring your child’s safety. For
models with ISOFIX the ‘Angel &
Driver’ seat is quick and easy to fit.
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Child seats, ages 0 to 9 months Fig.
Baby Safe with AKSE ‘Daimler Square’

anthracite/grey B6 686 8212 £282.00 1

Child seats, ages 8 months to 4 years
Duo Plus with AKSE ‘Daimler Square’ B6 686 8217 £348.00 2

anthracite/grey
Duo Plus without AKSE ‘Daimler Square’

anthracite/grey B6 686 8218 £328.00

Child safety seats, ages 31/2 to 12 years
KID child seat, ‘Angel & Driver’
without AKSE transponder blue/multicolour B6 686 8308 £116.00
KID child seat, ‘Angel & Driver’
with AKSE transponder blue/multicolour B6 686 8309 £158.00
KID child seat, ‘Daimler Square’
without AKSE transponder anthracite/grey B6 686 8302 £137.00
KID child seat, ‘Daimler Square’
with AKSE transponder anthracite/grey B6 686 8303 £184.00 3

Child accessories
Vario bag ‘Angel & Driver’

blue/multicolour B6 642 1663 £25.00
Vario bag ‘Alacantara’ 

java B6 642 1664 £91.00
Vario bag ‘Fish pattern’

grey/multicolour B6 642 1661 £25.00
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Seat covers
Protect your B-Class upholstery with
a set of stylish seat covers. There are
two fabric designs to choose from:
Maastricht and Antwerp. 

Alternatively, opt for the warm,
natural comfort of pure sheepskin.
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Seat covers – ‘Maastrict’ Fig.
Front seat cover, right, single black B6 798 3882 £69.00 1
Front seat cover, left, single black B6 798 3881 £69.00
Front head restraint cover, single black B6 798 3892 £17.00
Centre rear head restraint cover, single black B6 798 3893 £17.00
Outer rear head restraint cover, single black B6 798 3894 £17.00
Rear bench seat cover 1/3-2/3 
without integral child seat black B6 798 3885 £136.00

Seat covers – ‘Antwerp’
Front seat cover, right, single black B6 798 3869 £69.00
Front seat cover, right, single orient beige B6 798 3874 £69.00 2
Front seat cover, left, single black B6 798 3868 £69.00
Front seat cover, left, single orient beige B6 798 3873 £69.00
Front head restraint cover, single orient beige B6 798 3877 £17.00
Front head restraint cover, single black B6 798 3889 £17.00
Centre rear head restraint cover, single orient beige B6 798 3878 £17.00
Centre rear head restraint cover, single black B6 798 3890 £17.00
Outer rear head restraint cover, single orient beige B6 798 3879 £17.00
Outer rear head restraint cover, single black B6 798 3891 £17.00
Rear bench seat cover 1/3-2/3 
without integral child seat black B6 798 3872 £136.00
Rear bench seat cover 1/3-2/3 
without integral child seat orient beige B6 798 3880 £136.00

Sheepskin covers
Front seat cover left/right, single anthracite B6 797 4206 £557.00 3
Head restraint cover, front, single anthracite B6 797 4208 £557.00
Front seat cover left/right, single grey B6 797 5451 £125.00
Head restraint cover, front, single grey B6 797 5452 £24.00

Luxury cover for front head restraint anthracite B6 798 3205 £23.00
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Door sill panels Fig.
Stainless steel, set of 2, front, 
with blue illuminated Mercedes-Benz black base B6 689 0087 £274.00 1
Stainless steel, set of 2, front, 
with blue illuminated Mercedes-Benz orient beige base B6 689 0088 £274.00
Stainless steel, set of 2, front, 
with blue illuminated Mercedes-Benz alpaca grey base B6 689 0115 £275.00
Stainless steel, set of 4, front, 
with blue illuminated Mercedes-Benz black plastic base B6 689 0103 £516.00
Stainless steel, set of 4, front, 
with blue illuminated Mercedes-Benz orient beige base B6 689 0104 £516.00
Stainless steel, set of 4, front, 
with blue illuminated Mercedes-Benz alpaca grey base B6 689 0105 £516.00
Stainless steel, set of 4, front,
blue illuminated/chrome Mercedes-Benz black base B6 689 0106 £344.00
Stainless steel, set of 4, front,
blue illuminated/chrome Mercedes-Benz orient beige base B6 689 0107 £344.00
Stainless steel, set of 4, front,
blue illuminated/chrome Mercedes-Benz alpaca grey base B6 689 0108 £344.00

Stainless steel pedals
Pedal covers with rubber studs automatic B6 647 2160 £36.00 2
Pedal covers with rubber studs manual B6 647 2161 £43.00

Steering wheel
Leather steering wheel black B6 681 7720 £192.00 3

Interior refinements
A black leather steering wheel
doesn’t just look good, it feels good
too. Why not enhance the interior 
of your B-Class with stainless door
sill panels? These are highly
practical as well as good-looking.
Stainless steel pedal covers also add
a stylish flare.
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Alloy wheels/snowchains
Mercedes-Benz light alloy wheels
look beautiful and deliver superb
road holding. The range for your 
B-Class includes a choice of 5-spoke
and 10-spoke designs. For something
even more unusual, take a look at
the Incenio designer wheels. 
You can also enhance the look of
your B-Class wheels with a selection
of hub caps. Plus, for additional
security, we offer wheel bolts and
rim locks.

Increased rim sizing may, in some cases,
require an appropriate change in tyre. 
All prices for alloy wheels are per wheel
excluding tyre fitting. For the full range of 
alloy wheels and AMG wheels please refer 
to the alloy wheel brochure.
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Incenio designer light-alloy wheels Fig.
‘Kochab’ 12-spoke wheel sterling silver finish
6J x 16 ET46 (205/55 R16 MO) B6 647 1912 £159.00 1
‘Zaurak’ 7-spoke wheel sterling silver finish
7J x 17 ET49 (215/45 R17 MO or MOE)B6 647 4317 £190.00

Light-alloy wheels
5-double-spoke light-alloy wheel titanium silver finish
6J x 16 ET46 (205/55 R16 MO) B6 647 4343 £142.00 2
5-spoke wheel titanium silver finish
6J x 16 ET46 (205/55 R16 MO) B6 647 4225 £142.00 3
5-double-spoke wheel sterling silver finish
6J x 16 ET46 (205/55 R16 MO) B6 647 4224 £151.00
5-spoke wheel chrome sheen finish B6 647 4272 £228.00
10-spoke light-alloy wheel titanium silver finish
7J x 17 ET49 (215/45 R17 MO or MOE)B6 647 4251 £181.00

AMG alloy wheels
Spoke wheel Style III sterling silver finish
7J x 17 ET54 (215/45 R17) B6 603 0012 £261.00 4
Single piece sterling silver finish
7J x 18 ET49 (215/40 R18) B6 603 0014 £283.00

Wheel accessories
Centre hub cap silver/titanium B6 647 0202 £6.00 5
Centre hub cap silver/grey B6 647 0203 £3.00
Centre hub cap sterling silver B6 647 0206 £7.00
Centre hub cap silver/blue B6 647 0120 £9.00
Wheel bolts B6 647 0101 £11.00
Rim locks B6 647 0144 £52.00
Valve caps, with Mercedes-Benz logo B6 647 2001 £1.00

Snow chains
RUD-matic Disc 205/55 R16 B6 755 0004 £302.00
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Exterior enhancements/
safety accessories
Add a personal touch to your B-Class
with a selection from this range of
exterior enhancements. There are
aerodynamic spoilers, a stunning 
3-ribbed radiator grille, and a choice
of beautiful chrome trim accessories.

Our range of safety accessories
includes useful pieces of equipment
such as jump leads and spare bulbs.
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Aerodynamics Fig.
Styling package consisting of 2-piece front apron spoiler lips, 
3-piece rear apron lips and roof spoiler, primed B6 688 2000 £610.00
Front apron spoiler lips, 2-piece, primed B6 688 1810 £223.00 1
Roof spoiler, primed B6 688 1530 £223.00 2
Rear apron lips, 3-piece, primed B6 688 3310 £290.00 3

Radiator grilles
3-ribbed radiator grill in silver, with chrome strips B6 688 0355 £94.00

Chrome trim
Chromed exterior mirror housings (high-sheen) B6 688 1226 £131.00
Chrome trim panel B6 688 1233 £111.00
Fog light set B6 688 1236 £28.00

Mud flaps
Mud flaps, set, front B6 652 8230 £32.00
Mud flaps, set, rear (cannot be installed in combination with 
rear apron lips (B6 688 3310)) B6 652 8231 £32.00 4

Replacement bulbs/lights
Box set B6 681 0022 £21.00
Bulb set, chrome-look indicators B6 680 0040 £11.00
Tail lights set B6 680 9898 £191.00

Safety accessories
Tow rod B6 758 0001 £52.00
Charger unit B6 754 2023 £64.00
Jump leads B6 754 2012 £37.00
Fluorescent jackets (1x orange, 1x yellow) B6 658 8200 £15.00
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Navigation Fig.
COMAND APS console B6 782 3569 £2,310.00 1
Audio 50 APS console B6 782 3568 £1,548.00 2
Audio 50 APS navigation CD B6 782 3388 £299.00
COMAND APS navigation DVD B6 782 3386 £370.00
Smartnav Q36 00 000 £531.00 3
One-off connection-fee £25.00
Annual subscription £120.00

Entertainment
Audio 20 CD console B6 782 3571 £537.00 4
CD changer (not in conjunction with Audio 5 CD) B6 782 4019 £333.00
iPod interface kit (iPod not included in kit, only in conjunction 
with Audio 20 CD) B6 782 4213 £172.00 5
iPod holder for glove box B6 782 4207 £11.00

Parking aid
QuickParc B6 782 3823 £176.00

Entertainment/
navigation/Quickparc
Take advantage of the latest navigation
technology. Audio 50 APS is a navigation
system and car hi-fi in one. Navigation
arrows are shown on a 4.9" colour display.
Not only will it keep you from getting lost,
it can help you avoid jams and travel from 
A to B via the most efficient route. Data is
available for the whole of Europe.

Why not add Smartnav to your B-Class too?
At the touch of a button you’ll be through to
a real person. They give you directions, find
your nearest cashpoint and even send
flowers and champagne for you.

A CD changer (for up to 6 CDs) or an iPod
interface kit means you can have your
favourite music non-stop on long journeys.
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TRACKER
A vehicle is stolen every two minutes
in the UK and over half are never seen
again. You can help to protect your
Mercedes-Benz with TRACKER, the
UK’s number one stolen vehicle
recovery company. With TRACKER, if
your Mercedes-Benz is stolen, you have
an excellent chance of getting it back
quickly and undamaged. There are
four TRACKER systems to choose from.

TRACKER Retrieve and TRACKER
Monitor both use the very latest radio
wave technology. TRACKER Horizon
combines radio wave and satellite
Global Positioning System (GPS)
technology. TRACKER Echo is a 
brand new addition to the TRACKER
family. It combines GPS with 
GSM (Global System for Mobile
Communication) and has a driver
validation tag that immediately alerts
TRACKER if someone attempts to
drive the car without the tag.

Tracker Echo can track vehicles in the
UK, France and Spain. An additional
subscription can be purchased to
cover other European countries. All
four systems operate in conjunction
with the UK’s 52 police forces.

Your Retailer will be happy to discuss
the technical details with you.

TRACKER, Retrieve, Monitor and Horizon
TRACKER Retrieve Q3 501 0300 £223.00
TRACKER Monitor Q3 501 0110 £322.00
TRACKER Horizon Q3 501 0500 £537.00
Retrieve, Monitor and Horizon
(payable each year by Direct Debit) Annual £109.00
Network Subscription including
Guard & Recover – Retrieve, Monitor and Horizon
(for the duration of the customer’s
ownership of the vehicle) One-off £325.00

TRACKER Echo
TRACKER Echo Q3 501 0800 £635.00
Network Subscription including Guard & Recover –
Network Subscription TRACKER Echo Annual £159.00
Network Subscription TRACKER Echo 3-Year subscription £450.00
Additional European cover* TRACKER Echo Annual £49.00

* Germany, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Switzerland, Romania, Sweden, Austria, Norway, Holland, Slovakia, Ireland, Denmark,
Bulgaria, Estonia, Czech Republic, Greece and Hungary.
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1. Your Mercedes-Benz is stolen.

2. Inform TRACKER control unit
and activate TRACKER.

3. Car located and retrieved.
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Car/screen care
Mercedes-Benz car and screen care
products have been specially
formulated to help keep your vehicle
looking as good as the day you
bought it. 

The car care range has cleaning
solutions for every material used.
From paintwork to leather to wheels,
our screen care solutions will help
keep visibility optimal.
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Car care Fig.
Paint cleaner, 500ml Q6 98 0003 £9.00 1
Car shampoo, 500ml Q6 98 0002 £7.00 1
Leather seat care, 500ml Q6 98 0005 £9.00 1
Interior care, 500ml Q6 98 0006 £9.00 1
Quick wipe, 500ml Q6 98 0008 £7.00 1
Wheel care, 500ml Q6 98 0007 £9.00 1

Screen care
Screencare pack, summer
2 x 500ml washer concentrate Q3 600 3191 £7.00
Washer concentrate, 500ml Q3 600 3171 £4.00 2
Windscreen anti-frost winter Q3 600 3175 £7.00 2
Screencare pack, 2 x 500ml 
washer concentrate, 1,000ml of
anti-frost additive Q3 600 3190 £12.00
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Please contact your Mercedes-Benz Retailer for advice, sales and equipment installation.
Please note: Changes may have been made to the products since this brochure went to press on 01.07. 2005. Colours may differ slightly from those shown due to the printing process. 

All accessories contained in this brochure are suitable for right-hand-drive versions of the BR245 B-Class. 
Please consult your Mercedes-Benz Retailer for the latest details. All prices are inclusive of VAT. Prices do not include installation. Prices subject to change without notification.

DaimlerChrysler UK Ltd, Tongwell, Milton Keynes. ASM/706/0705

 




